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SIGNIS Asia Webinar: ‘Partnering with

People-Centered Development Initiatives’

The Asia region of SIGNIS, the World Catholic Association
of Communication organised a webinar on ‘Partnering with
People-Centered Development Initiatives’ on 17-18 November
2021, participated by around 100 delegates from 14 countries.
‘The objective of the webinar is to have a deeper understanding
of People-centered development concepts and explore ways
and means to collaborate with action groups and like-minded
organisations’ said Dr Magimai Pragasam, the Coordinator of
the webinar and the Vice President of SIGNIS Asia.
‘Sustainability is an inherent component and explicit goal of
people-centred development. Establishment of self-supporting
social and economic systems remain the key elements of a
sustainable society’ said, Mr Lawrence John, the Vice President
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of SIGNIS World during his inaugural address.
During the keynote address, Prof Bernard D’Sami of Loyola
Institute of Social Science Research from Chennai said ‘around
45 % of Asian population lack access to sanitation and 680
million live without electricity. Asia has two-thirds of the world’s
poor with 800 million surviving on less than USD 1.25 a day.
Inside...
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SAA Webinar 2022
He further said, ‘new technology, globalisation, and marketoriented reforms are the main reasons for rising inequality
in Asia, and it’s high time that we focus on people-oriented
development actions to bring about changes in people’s lives’.
The webinar also discussed the current political crises in
Afghanistan and Myanmar. ‘COVID 19 in Myanmar has hit the
poor and the minors harder than the rest of the society‘ said
Prof. Francis Loh of Malaysia. Alice Tan, one of the founders
of ’’Youth4Myanmar’ Movement shared how they mobilised the
support of people from 24 countries across the globe.
‘Nearly 206,000 people have been displaced so far due to the
conflict in Myanmar. Women along with their children do not
have an adequate food supply. The act of gang rape of the
mother of a one-month-old baby in front of her husband was
an inhuman act and a heart-breaking violation of human rights’
said a presenter who did not want to disclose the identity.
The presenter added, ‘Media and journalism can be a great
assistance in the current situation in Myanmar. The media
can be a good tool to represent the struggles of the people, to
broaden the exposure. What is needed is ethical and responsible
reporting to ensure lasting peace and safety’.
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Prof. Bernard D’Sami

Mr. Lawrence John

Prof. Francis Loh

Ms. Alice Tan

Ms. Pie Mabanta-Fenomeno

Prof. Jinwon Lee

Prof. Donghun Chung

Prof. Arul Aram

Pie Mabanta-Fenomeno of the Philippines shared on
‘development communication models’ with suitable examples
while Prof Donghun Chung of Korea presented strategies to
counter the ‘digital divide’ in Asia.
‘We should avoid the use of plastics and reduce unnecessary
personal expenditure’ said Prof. Arul Aram who spoke on
Climate change in Asia. Prof Jinwon Lee of Korea spoke
about the vulnerability of women’s rights in Afghanistan and
requested people to use social media extensively to expose the
agony and pain of women in Afghanistan.
Fr. Frans Sales of Indonesia explained the importance of
growing plants and producing organic manure. Shouri Reddy,
the Director of Peoples Development Training Centre, Warangal
said, ‘we need to build people before building organisations.
People’s participation and empowerment are two important
keys in development at the grassroots’. He narrated the ten
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development principles followed by Balavikasa where the
marginalised women design their destiny.
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‘We focus on training and commitment and the result can
be seen in the field’, said Hiroshi Urushibara, the director of
JLMM (Japan Lay Missionaries Movement) which has trained
64 Japanese lay missionaries so far, who are currently working
among the disadvantaged across the globe.
Sr. Patricia of NISCORT presented a series of success
stories where media tools are being used effectively in
bringing about a change in people’s lives.

Mr. Shouri Reddy

Ms. Bernadetta Widiandayani

Mr. Hiroshi Urushibara

Sr. Patricia Michelle

Fr. Paul Sumasamo

Mr. Aloysius James,

Widiandayani of Indonesia said, ‘focusing on training,
monitoring and evaluation, involving children in health
activities and equipping women with skills to generate income
are the strategies followed in PRASADA NGO for resource
mobilisation’.
Fr. Paul Sumasamo of Rome reiterated the fact that our
development work will be a futile exercise if ‘holistic and
human dignity dimensions’ are not present.
Aloysius James, a development expert, summarised the
views of the participants at the end of the webinar. He said,
‘people’s participation, access to policy information, advocacy
and empowerment initiatives are the critical factors for
development’.
The statement of the seminar prepared by SA Journalism desk
echoed those sentiments: ‘We affirm our role as communicators
in the areas of research, media material production, training
programmes, social activism and strive for greater involvement
in mainstream media to influence policy-making in support
of the establishment of fair democracies, using social media
to build greater awareness, especially through people-based
stories. We affirm our commitment to protecting our common
home, in all possible ways, and to promote a culture of listening
and dialogue’.
Fr. Joseph Anucha, the President of SIGNIS Asia thanked all
the board members Dr Magi, Widiandayani, Francis Kim, Mac
Machida, Adeline James and all the participants and resource
SIGNIS Asia Focus - February 2022

Fr. Frans Sales
persons who made this webinar a meaningful and beneficial
one.
- Dr. Magi
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Journalism in a Fragmented World
By Justin Victor

At the final session of Journalism in a Fragmented World,
the webinar organised by the SIGNIS Asia Journalism
Desk, participants had a chance to express their opinions
on the input of the preceding six Tuesday nights, beginning 26th October 2021.
“I will be different,” said Kerbino Kuel Deng of South
Sudan, “in the sense that all that I’ve learnt, I will apply through humanitarian reporting – putting humanity
first in all that I’m doing.” His sentiments were echoed
by practically all the 24 participants. Some, like Park
Soo Jung of South Korea, even admitted to a personal
mindset change.
“I always thought I was lacking as a journalist,” she
said. “But knowing that I wasn’t the only one thinking
about that gave me an opportunity to think as a real
journalist.”
Malaysian participant Jane Moh was grateful for the opportunity of participating in the webinar, which was
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something rare, she said, for someone in a small town
in Sarawak. On their ideas for the collaborative stories
they would be writing, Japanese participant, Natsuki Kurata shared that he had experienced solidarity among the
participants in neighbouring Asian countries, and fellow
Christians. “Nowadays national identities lead to wars, but
solidarity leads to peace,” he pronounced.
Among the many topics covered in the programme,
one was an obvious favourite: Solutions Journalism. “Instead of writing about sad stories we should be writing
about success stories,” said Aaron Dinesh, another Malaysian participant.
“The role of (the) journalist is for human development,
and also to be an agent of enlightenment,” he added,
realizing that journalists have to change the narrative.
“Working in the mainstream media makes me feel like I’ve
been paid to keep up with the bad news,” shared Su-Yi
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Lim from Singapore, wryly, while Marianne from the Philippines was spot on when she said, “Solutions journalism
works beautifully with ethics of journalism…about sharing
more stories of hope and resilience, and not just suffering.”
Addressing the participants, Dr Peter Monthienvichienchai, Executive Director of LiCAS News Asia
said he was encouraged by the wide adoption of
Solutions Journalism, pointing out that his experience has shown “The solutions are brighter, more
impressive and stronger, when the problems are also
clearer written.
It’s not just about covering good news, it’s also showing how critical the problems are too, but through
solutions journalism you are also showing hope and
as Catholic media you are sharing the Good News.”
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itor with The Straits Times in Singapore, shared
his experiences of working collaboratively with its
correspondents and stringers around the world, and
provided ideas on how to pitch stories.

Expressing her gratitude to the event’s organising
committee, President of SIGNIS World Helen Osman
said the success of this programme serves as a model for SIGNIS members in other areas. She asked
participants to send their stories to her, for sharing
with her North American network. This appreciation was echoed by Anucha Chaiyadej, SIGNIS Asia
President. Quoting Romans 14:19, he exhorted, “You
are the ‘Third eye that sees the Truth and spread
the Truth’,” and urged participants to “‘pursue what
leads to peace and to building up one another’.”

Participants were also challenged with writing stories in
collaboration with participants in other countries. When
asked to share their collaborative story ideas, several commonalities emerged. Climate change was a popular choice
as many Asian countries have experienced floods recently;
the migration of coastal peoples to urban areas has produced a spate of issues of a different kind, as a result of
this. Other topics included people with special needs, the
rise in maternal deaths during the pandemic, the upcoming
Philippine presidential elections and Malaysians on death
row in Singapore.
Moderator Augustine Anthuvan offered SIGNIS’ help
to connect or facilitate collaboration, and suggested
an “Ideas Basket” where all could share story ideas.
Guest speaker, David Fogarty, Climate Change Ed-
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Metaverse for 2022 Seoul SIGNIS World Congress
Han Seung-soo
Chairman

Organizing Committee of the 2022 Seoul SIGNIS World Congress

SIGNIS World Congress on Metaverse
The prolonged COVID-19 pandemic has not only taken
too many lives and gravely wounded our economies and
societies but has completely changed our everyday lives.
Various measures from social distancing to lockdowns to
restrict people’s movement have significantly disrupted the
way people live, work, communicate, and interact, moving
much of our daily routines and professional lives online. Of
course, many conferences, concerts, festivals, and events have
been cancelled, rescheduled, or postponed as to reduce the
spread of the COVID-19 virus, and the SIGNIS World Congress
was not an exception.
Fortunately, technology breakthroughs such as the rise of the
metaverse help re-connecting people around the world and
allow contactless functioning in the midst of the pandemic.
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The metaverse, a combination of the prefix “meta” meaning
beyond and the word “universe”, is a phase towards the
digitalization of the real world, which enables interconnected
virtual experiences through virtual representations or avatars.
Thus, the metaverse platform eliminates the need to be
physically present in a shared place and at the same time,
allows us to explore, interact and communicate across the
geographic locations in a more integrated manner.
With the grim prospect that the end of the pandemic may
not be near, transition to the metaverse is expected to be
accelerated at a faster pace. As a matter of fact, a range
of large-scale gatherings and events have been hosted on
metaverse platforms. For example, Travis Scott’s virtual
concert on Fortnite in 2020 drew 12.3 million viewers, making
it their largest event ever. Now, more and more artists and
www.signisasia.net
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musicians such as Ariana Grande and BTS are taking their
performances to the metaverse, and the technology is getting
popular and widely used.
Technological advances of the Fourth Industrial Revolutions
indeed help address some of the world’s pressing challenges
and offer innovative approaches to respond the COVID-19
pandemic. Taking into consideration the COVID-19 epidemic
rebound and social distancing measures still in place, 2022
SIGNIS World Congress will only be able to be held online with
a few participants attending. Opportune enough, however,
as the theme of 2022 SINGIS World Congress is “Peace in
the Digital World,” leveraging technology to host this event
on metaverse will open a new chapter in SIGNIS as well as
provide unique and wider opportunities to participate and
engage in various activities during the congress.
Against this backdrop, the Organizing Committee of 2022
SIGNIS World Congress in Seoul has decided to host the
congress in a hybrid format. While having local events
and programs in Seoul as planned, the 2022 SIGNIS World
Congress will take place on metaverse as well. Moving beyond
the old-fashioned video conferencing technology, the SIGNIS
World Congress on metaverse will encourage much more
Catholics across the world to attend the congress via their
avatars and allow them to actively engage in various programs
by providing an exceptionally realistic experiences as if they
are on the scene.
The Organizing Committee plans to provide diverse experiences
and activities on metaverse during the congress. Of course, the

MOA with GG and SWC
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Mr. Han Seung - soo, Daniel
Korean Economist, Professor, Politician, Diplomat,
Former Prime Minister of the Republic of Korea (2008 – 2009),
President of the 56th Session of the UN General Assembly
(2001 – 2002), Special Envoy of the UN secretary-General for Climate
Change (2007-08), and for Disaster Risk Reduction and Water
(2013-18), Founding Chair, Global Green Growth Institute,
Chairman, High-Level Experts and Leaders panel on Water and
Disaster (HELP (2007-), Vice-President of the Club de Madrid, CoChair of the International Finance Forum (2012-) Chair, ADB Water
Advisory Group.

congress members will participate in congressional sessions
and committee meetings either in-person or online and will be
able to take part in discussions, voting and decision-making
processes through their avatars. While some sessions are
strictly member-exclusive, other sessions can be open to the
general public or Catholics and allow them to express their
opinions and rate the satisfaction with key aspects of their
experience of each session.
The Metaverse SIGNIS World Congress will also provide
participants with a unique opportunity of the virtual pilgrimage
by embodying the major sacred Catholic sites of Korea on
metaverse including Myeongdong Cathedral, Slomoe Shrine
Martyr Site, Haemi Martyrdom Holy Ground and Seosomun
Martyr’s Shrine. Participants through their avatars can attend
and enjoy the live mass and 2022 SIGNIS World Congress
opening ceremony at Myeongdong Cathedral, as if they
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SIGNIS on metaverse
are exactly on the scene. Moreover, participants can enjoy
in discussions and cultural exchanges. And it also provides
beautiful and realistic tours to the virtually constructed sacred
a more equal opportunity for Catholics, in particular the most
Catholic sites, and thus have the opportunity to understand
disadvantaged and vulnerable populations, to actively engage
more of Catholic teaching by learning culturally specific
in diverse programs and events, by significantly reducing
expressions of universal Catholic meanings.
spatial, economic, time, physical barriers. Anyone no matter
how far they live from Seoul, anyone who cannot afford travel
Another meaningful and distinctive highlight of the 2022
and accommodation expenses to physically attend, anyone
metaverse SIGNIS World Congress is the virtual global gallery
who cannot spare much time for long trips or anyone who are
for the charity. Exhibiting the history of Catholicism as well
old, with disabilities or illness or not in good health to travel
as dire humanitarian situations in each country in need of
can join the 2022 SIGNIS World Congress and have interactive
assistance including Afghanistan and Myanmar, the gallery
and fruitful experiences of participating in diverse events and
will act as a global platform to raise public awareness on
programs on metaverse. Having much more Catholics across
humanitarian crises, awaken the Catholic spirits and practice
the globe on the congress, the 2022 Seoul SIGNIS World
its teaching by helping the global communities. And for
Congress will contribute to connecting all Catholics around
enhanced transparency, all donations will be tracked and
the world and promoting the works and activities of SIGNIS
monitored in blockchain, allowing donors to know where and
as well as the Catholic Church.
how their money is used.
--------------By integrating frontier technologies, the 2022 SIGNIS World
Congress on metaverse will be a monumental world-wide Catholic
event as the first being held in the metaverse. With resolving
cross-border travel restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
metaverse platform will enable a wider population of Catholics
along with journalists and media officials across the world to attend
the SIGNIS World Congress, connect the Catholics worldwide and
allow them to communicate to one another.
The metaverse SIGNIS World Congress will be a meaningful
venue for sharing universal Catholic values as well as engaging
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SIGNIS ASIA CINEMA DESK

Training of Trainers in Cine-literacy Phase II

The second phase of the Training of Trainers programme
organized by SIGNIS Asia Cinema Desk was held from 2022, December 2021 via Zoom. Forty-two members from eight
countries, were present for the programme. These participants
had already completed the first phase, held from 14-18
June 2021.
Mr. Tsuneaki Machida, the Chair of the SIGNIS Asia Cinema
Desk inaugurated the workshop and made an appeal to the
participants to make the best use of this programme.
Dr. Magi, the Team Leader of the programme appreciated Mac
Machida for his constant encouragement. He also appreciated the
participant who submitted their assignments, a pre-requisite to
participate in the second phase of the TOT programme. They
were supposed to conduct a training on any one of the topics dealt
during the first phase at local level for a local audience with the
support of mini-scholarship provided by the Cinema Desk. They
were asked to plan and conduct the session, shoot it, prepare
teaching tools and send it to organizers along with a report.

SIGNIS Asia Focus - February 2022

The focus of the second phase was to share and learn from
their field work experience. The training team consisting
of Prof. Jenith Sekar, Prof. Vikas Singh, Prof. Benedict
Rajkumar and Dr. Magi evaluated all the assignments and
presented their assessment. They also shared important
teaching tips to the participants to make their training
effective.
All the tutorials are in the youtube
All the sessions held during the first phase were edited into
13 videos of one hour each and were uploaded in youtube,
thanks to Fr. Jenith Sekar of NISCORT, Delhi, India.
Resource materials for the trainers
Ten short videos on Film appreciation were produced by
NISCORT which were scripted by Dr. Magi and directed by
Fr. Jenith Sekar were also posted in youtube. These short
films are meant to be used by the participants during their
training programmes.
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Cinema Desk TOT - II

Ms. Diem Pham

Fr. Benedict Rajakuma

The assignments of the following participants were taken
up for discussion during the programme: Mr. Linton
Fernando, Ms. Diem Pham, Cao Phuong, Tran Thuy Anh,
Ms. Chandona, Dominic Gia Huy, Sister Mong Diep, and
Sumit Dhanraj.
Fr. Jenith Sekar appreciated the training sessions of Sister
Nguyet Nguyen, Ngoc Ty, and Duc Linh of Vietnam for their
meaningful content and the structure.. Professor Vikas Singh
evaluated the session of Dr. Aarfa and appreciated her for
the programme design, structure and her teaching skills. Fr.
Benedict Rajakumar evaluated the work of Mr. Merbin on
women in Tamil cinema. His analysis helped the participants
to be more careful in structuring the lesson and learn more
about film language.

Ms. Marry Hwang

The ten short videos
The short videos produced by Dr. Magi and Fr. Jenith were
screened at the bginning of all days. The videos were on
‘Film Appreciation, Cinematography, Famous film directors,
scientific and technical information about film making,
and Film genres.
On the final day, Mr. Linton Fernando along with Shruti
Chettri and Pathum were chosen by the participants to
lead our whatsapp group to share our experiences and
resources on cineliteracy. The participants thanked the
organizers for such a resourceful workshop.
Theresa Thao To – Vietnam

Mr. Mac Machida
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Broadcasting, News Paper, and Publication
Associations merge into one in Korea

Catholic Forum held in 2021
The two major media organizations in the Catholic Church,
UNDA (for radio and TV broadcasting), OCIC (for Cinema
and Audio-visuals) merged together in 2002 which produced
countless positive results.
The UCIP (The Union Catholique Internationale de la Presse) meant
for journalists and publishers, lost its recognition from Vatican in
2001. Later, SIGNIS extended invitation to journalists to join and
even created a Desk at global level for them.
SIGNIS Korea also encouraged newspaper journalists to join
SIGNIS activities following the spirit of SIGNIS World. Thanks to
God’s blessing, the broadcasting, newspaper, and publication
associations have merged into one in Korean Catholic Church
on January 18, 2022, an historical move indeed.
Korean Catholics have a unique history. Catholicism
was established in Korea without the buttress of foreign
missionaries or priests. In the past, people studied Catholicism
by themselves, and later invited priests from China nearly
200 years ago. Many believers, along with foreign and Korean
priests were persecuted for which reason, people believe that
Korean Catholic church is rooted in the blood of martyrs.
“SIGNIS is an association for lay communication professionals’
asserted Sir Augy Loorthusamy during the SIGNIS Asian
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Assembly held in 2014 in Indonesia. Even now I remember
his words vividly because he asked me once, ‘Are you a lay
professional?” The question seemed strange to me. Because
what I knew about SIGNIS was that it was an international
association of lay professionals.
I was attending the SIGNIS Asian Assembly for the first time,
as a board member as well. It was a surprise for me to see
more number of priests than lay members in the assembly.
The situation was totally different from that of SIGNIS Korea.
SIGNIS Korea consists of broadcasting professionals mainly
Catholics. It is now I understand the background that there
are more number priests and less number of lay professionals.
The Directors of Commission for Social Communication of all
the Dioceses are given membership at local level. National
level communication centres run the Bishop’s council and
the religious congregations are given membership at national
level. This is one reason why there are more priests than lay
professionals in the association and priests play an important
role in SIGNIS, especially in Asia countries.
In Korea, priests of foreign origin, spearheaded UNDA in
seventies. During those years, foreign priests promoted
Catholicism through radio programs with subsidies from
Vatican. Later they handed over the responsibilities to
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Graduation Day of Catholic Journalist School on Dec.8, 2021

Korean priests in eighties. Korean priests handed over such
responsibilities to lay professionals in 1987. Without the
sacrifices of priests, SIGNIS Korea can’t exist like this. I deeply
appreciate the vision and the passion of pioneers.
Once Mr. Lawrence John asked me, “How could SIGNIS
Korea invite many professional communicators from
major broadcasting companies?” I said it was the work
of our senior members. The ‘Korean Catholic Journalists
Club’ emerged on its own during seventies without the
support of any Church. Later, Cardinal Kim Su-hwan of
the Seoul Archdiocese showed interest in its growth and
supported it as well. This club consisted of influential
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Joint Pilgrimage of 3 Catholic Organizations on Nov.13, 2021

journalists from secular newspapers in Korea. Inspired
by this club, emerged groups in all major broadcasting
companies such as KBS, MBC and SBS. And all Catholic
groups of broadcasting companies naturally joined UNDA.
This is how, communication professionals from major
broadcasting companies become part of SIGNIS Korea.
Until now, there have been three major ‘Catholic
Communicators organizations’ functioning in Korea such
as SIGNIS Korea, Korean Catholic Journalists Council, and
Korean Catholic Reporters and Publishers’ Association. All
these three organizations have their own activities. At the
same time, they work together for the Catholic Forum and the
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Catholic Forum held on Oct. 6, 2021 on You Tube

New President for SIGNIS Korea
SIGNIS Korea members have elected Mr. Young-jun Lorenzo
Lee (pinetar222@gmail.com) as their new President for
SIGNIS Korea on 18th January 2022 during their assembly.

The Zoon meeting for the merger of three
Catholic Organizations in 2021

Catholic Journalists School. We have yearly joint pilgrimage
and joint retreat.
In the course of preparation for the SIGNIS World Congress
2022, three organizations decided to work together. At the
same time, we have been gearing up the idea of uniting
these three organizations for the last two years. On February
18, 2022, we all became one united Catholic communicators
organization by the name ‘Korea Catholic Association for
Communication, SIGNIS’. In a sense, SWC 2022 acted as a
catalyst for this merger.

Mr. Lee is a TV producer and the Executive Director of
KBS, Korea’s representative TV station. He takes over the
responsibility from Mr. Kim Francis Seung-wal who has
been remarkably leading SiGNIS Korea for the past two
years. The term of office for the position of President in
Korea is two years. Mr. Kim Francis will continue to serve
for SIGNIS World Congress 2022 as the General Director of
SWC Organising Committee.

Everything in life has two sides. Hence, we are prepared
for unpredicted hurdles too affecting our unity. However, our
focus is to work harmoniously to bring out the maximum
output from our united efforts.
It may be a challenging task to be together. But it is good a
example for others to strive for combined efforts to achieve
the intended goals in future.
- Seung-wal Francis Kim, SAB Treasurer.

SIGNIS Asia Focus - February 2022
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SIGNIS Asia Cinema Desk Training of Trainers in Cineliteray
A Training Exercise by one of the Participants Fr. C.R. Justy

The participants of the SIGNIS Asia Cinema Desk TOT
Programme were asked to conduct a training programme at
their local level for local audience on any one of the topics
covered during the TOT programme as part of the field work.
Fr. C.R. Justy, one of the participants, who is the Head of Nov
Sanchar Kala Kendra, Varanasi, India conducted a one-day
workshop on Film Language on 2nd October 2021 for a group
of young students.
He explained the importance of language in life and linked it with
the medium of cinema. By screening various film clippings, he
established the fact that knowing film language can enhance
our film experience and help us in understanding the meaning
conveyed by the film maker through various elements like,
camera angles, shot sizes, camera movements etc.,
‘Now we can see a film in different perspective as we know
the film language’ said the participants after completing
the workshop successfully. ‘We need to equip the younger
generation with this skill so that they can make ‘film viewing’
an enjoyable, enriching and a meaningful activity’ said a
student at the end of the programme. ‘Now, we can analyze
a film easily and understand the central theme of the film well’
said another student.
‘I thank SIGNIS Asia Cinema Desk for supporting me with a
mini-scholarship to do this programme. The experience was
very rich and I plan to conduct similar programmes in schools
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in this area’ said Fr. Justy who conducted this programme.
- Ms. Sushmita Sugandha Xaxa

Post Graduate student of Performing Arts at Nav Sadhana
Kala Kendra Collage of Music and Dance. Varanasi
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Digital Media Workshop

A Digital Media Workshop was organized by SIGNIS India and
Catholic Diocese of Indore, Madhya Pradesh, in collaboration
with Youth and Vocation Commission, at Satprakashan
Sanchar Kendra from 13-16, January 2022. Twenty youth
from different parishes, schools, colleges, alongwith young
media professionals and religious nuns from Indore diocese
participated in the programme.
The Bishop of Indore, Dr. Chacko Thottumarickal SVD, during his
keynote address said that the youth should use Digital Media
and Social Media diligently and must use them effectively for
faith communication. Fr. Sumit Tahir, the Director of Youth and
Vocation Commission, Indore spoke on the concepts and praxis
of Digital Media and internet abuse. Mr. Sumit Dhanraj, the
Coordinator of the programme, explained the advantages and
disadvantages of digital media and countering fake news in social
media. He also shared techniques on ‘article writing and blogging
for digital platforms’ and spoke about how to support young people
in digital age.
Ms. Priyanka Damor, from Radio Veritas spoke on ‘Online Radio,
Online TV and YouTube’ sharing insights on ‘drafting news
items and ‘news reading for online platforms’. Fr. Anthony
Swamy SVD, the Assistant Director of Satprakashan Sanchar
Kendra spoke on how to create content for digital platforms.
He also taught them to prepare cards, newsletters, resume
and photo editing techniques. The group also visited SSK
studio and museum to see the cameras and other gadgets.
Mr. Akash Jangra gave a session on ‘short film making’.
He explained about ‘camera shots, angles, and movements’
using a smartphone. The participation of the students in
SIGNIS Asia Focus - February 2022

the programme was impressive. Sr. Ganga Rawat SSpS, a
freelance journalist spoke on writing skills, mobile journalism,
report writing and career guidance. A report writing exercise
stimulated the motivation and self-confidence in them. Rev.
Dr. Babu Joseph Karakombil SVD, the Director of SSK and Fr.
Joby Anand, the Founder of Atmadarshan TV were present for
the concluding ceremony.
Fr. Babu Joseph, while inviting all the young people to play an
important role in the Church using digital media, asked them to
take a stand on right issues and become the voice of the Church. Fr.
Joby Anand asked the participants to use digital media creatively
in proclaiming the Good News and voice against injustices in
the society. The participants thanked the organizers for the welldesigned and executed training programme.
- Sumit Dhanraj,
Communication and Media Trainer,Indore.
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First International Radio Encounter

“Engaging the Youth for a Dynamic Radio Uniting Asia and the World” May 9-12, 2022 in Sri Lanka.
SIGNIS ASIA participants (meeting face to face, arrival: Feb 8 and departure: Feb 13) and from other regions
via zoom or YouTube (hybrid system)

RESULTS EXPECTED:

H T
o

learn and exchange ideas with the world’s youth towards a successful promotion
of Radio as a media for networking and evangelization in local and international forums.
H To train young people from across the world to produce podcasts and radio broadcasting.
H  T
 o build long-lasting partnerships between radio professionals and young radio producers that utilize and promote
this media to evangelize.
H T
 o develop models for sustainable local networks that maintain high quality standards.

GOAL:

To provide an international forum for radio experts and youth to exchange ideas, for professional
development and to develop best practices.

Preparatory Meeting for the SIGNIS First International Radio Encounter in Srilanka held on 9 February 2022

SIGNIS Asia Screeing Committee
3rd meeting held on 9 Feb. 2022.
SA Screening Committee Members :
Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani
Ms. Anna Jihyun You
Fr. Lal Pushpadewa Fernando OMI
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Letter to the Editor

FOCUS
SIGNIS ASIA

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editot, thank you for the beautiful eNewsletter.
Congratulations. good layout...well presented contents.
Rev. Dr. Jose Murickan O.Praem
Manager, St.Norbert School & PU College
T.Narasipura.
Dear Editot, thank you for the Focus.. It’s beautiful and
excellent in content,colour and lay out. Congratulations.
God bless you. Now I am in remote mission tough and
challening..
Rev. Dr. Fr. Norbert Herman
INDIA

Letter from Mr. Frank Frost of USA
Magimai, you continue
to amaze me with your
professionalism and
productivity.
Your
newsletters are always
a treat, and a fine
example of using visuals
with fine writing. I’m
particularly
taken
with your Cineliteracy
courses, which both tap
into the interest of the present and the next SIGNIS generations,
but also provide a great service in cinematic critical thinking.
I would be interested in seeing your 142-page resource guide.

categories, all focused on the pressing social issues of
migration, diversity, social inclusion, and the prevention of
xenophobia. It makes a great match for SIGNIS and our
Culture of Peace, and the emphasis of Pope Francis on the
periphery. Based on what you are doing in SIGNIS Asia it
can be a powerful tool for you there as well. All of the Plural
+ winning videos are on their website from 2009 till now.
We just finished judging the videos for this year and our
SIGNIS winner will be announced shortly. Time was
extremely short for judging this year because of delays caused
by the global pandemic, but next year I would very much
like to see SIGNIS Asia involved in our SIGNIS Jury for Plural
+, and hope that your constituents might also be inspired to
produce their own videos for the annual competition. The
creativity and insights of the young filmmakers are amazing.
Congratulations again on your Newsletter.
Mr. Frank Frost,
Board Member SIGNIS World.

And I notice that you also support the Don Bosco Global
Film Festival. I want to draw your attention as well to
another international youth film festival that SIGNIS partners
with, and encourage your constituents to participate in
it. It is called Plural +, sponsored by the United Nations
Alliance of Civilizations. An annual event it accepts films
of a maximum length of 5 minutes in three different age
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Letter from the Editor
SATV Conference
From the Editor

SIGNIS ASIA

A Note from the Editor

Dear SIGNIS Asia Friends,

Greetings!
Dear SIGNIS Asia Friends,

Your support for the success of the SIGNIS Asia Assembly 2021 held in
Greetings!2021 was incredible. SIGNIS Asia Board thanks each and
November
Although
COVID
has madeencouragement
our life andandwork
much
every
one of you
for your19continuous
contribution.
complicated, we have not lost our spirit and hope. We
The presentations are available in the youtube to enrich you further.
continue
to march ahead with renewed strength and
Kindly visit <www.signisasia.net>

determination.

The SA Journalism Desk organized a programme (seven two-hour
sessions)
for 24 journalists
in October
Novemberdesk
2021. Kindly
The SIGNIS
Asia inTVAsiadesk
and andCinema
have
successfully
conducted
their regional programmes. The
find
the presentations
in YouTube.

His Grace Isao Kikuchi and SIGNIS Japan President Itaru

Journalism desk is introducing a seven-week programme

Cinema Desk organized an eight day programme on Cine Literacy (Film
(two hours a week) for Asian Journalists. Media
Appreciation) in two phases, participated by 63 media professionals,
education, Radio and Digital desks will be launching
teachers
and youth leaders.
It alsoSIGNIS
conductedAsia
two continues
workshops onto Film
their programmes
shortly.
be
History
Filmduring
genres.COVID
The Cinema
Desk has uploaded 10 short films
activeandeven
period.
and 13 lecture sessions on Film Appreciation in YouTube. Kindly share
them
with your
friends
anddays
trainers.
SIGNIS
Asia's
study
and assembly will be held from

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Members

17-19
2021.
We looka forward
to moreonyoung
The
MediaNovember
Education desk
is organizing
five day programme
Media
people
to
join
us.
We
will
explore
various
possibilities
of
Education (TOT) from 22-26 February 2022.
collaborating with 'people-centered development'

Mr.
Lio (Macau)
Ms. Francisco
Anna Jihyun
You (Korea)
Fr. Lal Pushpadewa (Sri Lanka)
Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani (Indonesia)

SIGNIS
Asia continues
be active, serving its members and media
organisations
acrossto Asia.
activists in various ways possible. Several programmes are being
organized
members
at the the
grassroots
level on media
and
We haveby toour work
towards
empowerment
of the
communication
us share all
the information
through
SAF.the
marginalisedtopics.
in ourLetsociety.
Fourteen
scholars
across

will betoaddressing
ussupport
duringandthecooperation.
planned webinar.
Weglobe
look forward
your continued

Cinema
Mac
Television
Francis Kim Seung-wal
Radio
Bernadetta Widiandajani
Journalism
Adeline James
Digital Media
Fr. Joseph Anucha
Media Education & COMMlab Asia
Dr. Magimai Pragasam

Do join us. We look forward to your support and
Warm regards,
cooperation for the success of this event.
Do write to us about your activities.
Dr. Magimai Pragasam,
Editor, SAF.

SIGNIS ASIA FOCUS
Publisher
Fr. Joseph Anucha
Editor
Dr. A. Magimai Pragasam
Editorial Board
Ms. Bernedetta Widiandajani (Indonesia)
Mr. Francis Kim Seung-wal (Korea)
Mr. Mac (Japan)
Ms. Adeline James (Malaysia)
SIGNIS Asia Focus is an E-Newsletter of SIGNIS ASIA which
is published four times a year (July, October, January and
April from Chennai, India. Members are kindly requested to
share News and Views, programmes and productions in
SIGNIS ASIA FOCUS. Kindly send your materials to
magimai2005@gmail.com
SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021

SIGNIS Asia Focus - February 2022

: Fr. Joseph Anucha (Thailand)
: Dr. Magimai Pragasam (India)
: Ms. Bernedetta Widiandajani (Indonesia)
: Mr. Francis Kim Seung-wal (Korea)
: Mr. Mac (Japan)
Ms. Adeline James (Malaysia)

www.facebook.com/signisasia
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